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Abstract
Background: To evaluate the association between diabetes mellitus (DM) and the development of incident hearing loss.
Methods: Prospective cohort study was performed in 253 301 adults with normal hearing
tests who participated in a regular health-screening exam between 2002 and 2014. The
main exposure was the presence of DM at baseline, defined as a fasting serum glucose
 126 mg/dL, a self-reported history of DM or current use of anti-diabetic medications.
Pre-diabetes was defined as a fasting glucose 100–125 mg/dL and no history of DM or
anti-diabetic medication use. Incident hearing loss was defined as a pure-tone average of
thresholds at 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 kHz > 25 dB in both right and left ears.
C The Author 2016; all rights reserved. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the International Epidemiological Association
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Results: During 1 285 704 person-years of follow-up (median follow-up of four years),
2817 participants developed incident hearing loss. The rate of hearing loss in participants
with normal glucose levels, pre-diabetes and DM were 1.8, 3.1 and 9.2 per 1000 personyears, respectively (P < 0.001). The multivariable-adjusted hazard ratios for incident
hearing loss for participants with pre-diabetes and DM compared with those with normal
glucose levels were 1.04 (95% confidence interval 0.95–1.14) and 1.36 (1.19–1.56),
respectively. In spline regression analyses, the risk of incident hearing loss increased
progressively with HbA1c levels above 5%.
Conclusions: In this large cohort study of young and middle-aged men and women, DM
was associated with the development of bilateral hearing loss. DM patients have a moderately increased risk of future hearing loss.
Key words: cohort study, diabetes mellitus, hearing loss, incidence, risk factors

Key Messages
• The causal relationship between diabetes mellitus (DM) and hearing loss has still not been established in large longi-

tudinal cohort studies.
• In this large cohort study, participants with DM had a moderately increased risk of incident hearing loss.
• Higher levels of HbA1c, representing higher long-term glucose levels and poor glycemic control, were progressively

associated with hearing-loss risk.
• The association of DM with hearing loss was stronger in younger (<50 years) than in older participants.

Introduction
Hearing loss is strongly associated with physical, emotional and cognitive disability, with a profound impact on
social communication, quality of life, and medical and
non-medical costs.1–5 The World Health Organization
(WHO) estimates that over 360 million people, approximately 5% of the world’s population, has disabling hearing loss6 and the number of cases of hearing impairment is
increasing because of population ageing.7 Established
causes of hearing loss include genetic predisposition, vascular causes, infections, ototoxic drugs and longstanding
exposure to excessive noise,8–13 but the determinants of
most cases of ageing-related hearing loss are uncertain.
Since sensorineural hearing loss cannot be restored, identification of preventable causes of hearing loss is a major
clinical and public health goal.14
Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a common systemic metabolic
disease with increasing worldwide prevalence.15 DM is associated with multiple macro- and microvascular complications, including thickening of the basal membrane of the stria
vascularis capillaries on the lateral wall of the cochlea and
other microvascular and neuropathic changes that could induce hearing loss.16–18 The association of hearing loss with

DM, however, is still controversial. Several studies have
shown no or little association between DM and hearing
loss19–21 and a longitudinal study reported that DM was associated with prevalent, but not with incident, hearing loss.22
Two recent meta-analyses concluded that subjects with
DM had higher risk of hearing loss compared with those
without it,23,24 but this conclusion was based mostly on
cross-sectional studies. The association between DM and
hearing loss has still not been established in large longitudinal cohort studies. In addition, there are few prospective
data on the role of pre-diabetes on hearing loss. The aim of
this study was thus to conduct a prospective study of the
association of DM and pre-diabetes with hearing loss in a
large cohort of young and middle-aged men and women
who participated in a regular health-screening programme.

Methods
Study population
The Kangbuk Samsung Health Study is a cohort study of
men and women 18 years of age or older who underwent a
comprehensive annual or biennial health examination at
the clinics of the Kangbuk Samsung Hospital Total
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Figure 1. Flow chart of study design.

Healthcare Screening Center in Seoul and Suwon, South
Korea, from 2002 to 2014.25,26 Over 80% of participants
were employees of various companies and local governmental organizations and their spouses. In South Korea, the
Industrial Safety and Health Law requires annual or biennial
health-screening exams of all employees, offered free of
charge. The remaining participants voluntarily purchased
screening examinations at the health-screening centre.
The present analysis included all study participants with
at least one follow-up visit between 1 January 2002 and 31
December 2014 (n ¼ 273 794; Figure 1). We excluded participants who had any of the following conditions at baseline: abnormal hearing tests, defined as a pure-tone air
conduction average of thresholds from 0.5–2 kHz above
25 dB in both right and left ears (n ¼ 10 928); self-reported
history of hearing loss (n ¼ 1620); or self-reported history
of cancer (n ¼ 7012). We further excluded participants
with missing baseline data on fasting glucose (n ¼ 11),
hearing tests (n ¼ 452) or any other relevant adjustment
covariates (n ¼ 470). The final sample was thus 253 301
participants (105 816 women and 147 485 men).
The study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of the Kangbuk Samsung Hospital, which waived
the requirement for informed consent, as we used only deidentified data obtained during regular health-screening
exams.

Data collection
Baseline and follow-up examinations were conducted at
the clinics of the Kangbuk Samsung Hospital Health
Screening Center in Seoul and Suwon. At each visit, demographic characteristics, smoking status, alcohol consumption, medical history and medication use were collected
through standardized self-administered questionnaires.
Smoking status was categorized into never, former or current smoker, and alcohol consumption into none,
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moderate (30 g/day in men and 20 g/day in women) or
high intake (>30 g/day in men and >20 g/day in women).
Frequency of vigorous physical activity was categorized
into 0, 1–3 or > 3 times/week.
Height, weight and sitting blood pressure were measured by trained nurses. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in metres
squared. Obesity was defined as BMI  25 kg/m2, a cutoff
proposed for Asian populations.27 Hypertension was
defined as a systolic blood pressure  140 mmHg, a diastolic blood pressure  90 mmHg, a self-reported history
of hypertension or current use of anti-hypertensive
medications.
Fasting blood samples were collected after at least 10
hours of fast. Serum fasting glucose levels were measured
using the hexokinase method on a Advia 1,650
Autoanalyzer (Bayer Diagnostics, Leverkusen, Germany)
until 2009 and Modular D systems (Roche Diagnostics;
Tokyo, Japan) until 2014 in Suwon, and Advia 1650
Autoanalyzer (Bayer Diagnostics) until 2009, Cobas
Integra 800 apparatus (Roche Diagnostics; Rotkreuz,
Switzerland) until 2012 and Modular D systems (Roche
Diagnostics) until 2013 in Seoul. DM was defined as a fasting serum glucose  126 mg/dL, a self-reported history of
DM or current use of anti-diabetic medications. Prediabetes was defined as a fasting glucose of 100–125 mg/
dL and no history of DM or anti-diabetic medication use.
Hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) levels, available only since 1
March 2005, were determined using a turbidimetric inhibition immunoassay for hemolysed whole blood on a Cobas
Integra 800 apparatus (Roche Diagnostics, Rotkreuz,
Switzerland). The coefficients of variation for lower and
higher level of quality-control materials were 0.95–2.68%
and 0.88–2.61% during the study period, respectively. As a
sensitivity analysis, we defined DM as a fasting serum glucose  126 mg/dL or HbA1c  6.5%, a self-reported history
of DM or current use of anti-diabetic medications, and prediabetes as a fasting glucose of 100–125 mg/dL, HbA1c 5.8–
6.4% and no history of DM or anti-diabetic medication use.
Laboratory methods for other analyses have been reported elsewhere.25,26 The Laboratory Medicine
Department of the Kangbuk Samsung Hospital has been
accredited by the Korean Society of Laboratory Medicine
(KSLM) and the Korean Association of Quality Assurance
for Clinical Laboratories (KAQACL) and participates in
the CAP (College of American Pathologists) Survey
Proficiency Testing.

Audiometric measurements
Pure-tone audiometric testing was performed at each
screening visit by trained audiometric technicians using a
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GSI 67 audiometer (Bedford, MA, USA) equipped with
TDH-39 supra-aural earphones (Telephonics Co.,
Farmingdale, NY, USA) in a dedicated sound-attenuating
booth. Pure-tone air conduction thresholds were measured
in dB hearing level (HL) for both ears at 0.5, 1.0 and
2.0 kHz and averaged for each ear. Hearing loss was
defined as a pure-tone average of thresholds at 0.5, 1.0 and
2.0 kHz > 25 dB in both right and left ears.
The Korean Occupational Safety and Health Act28 requires every employee who is exposed in the workplace to
a noise level of  85 dB for at least eight hours per day to
have an annual hearing test at 3.0 and 4.0 kHz in addition
to the regular frequencies (0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 kHz). In our
study, we used having had a test at 3.0 and 4.0 kHz as a
surrogate variable for occupational exposure to noise at a
level 85 dB for at least eight hours per day.
For quality control and quality assurance, the audiometers were calibrated annually following the standards of
the American National Standards Institute (ISO 389:1991)
and biological calibration checks were performed daily
prior to the first exam. Ambient noise level was monitored
with a sound-level meter.

Statistical analysis
The study endpoint was the development of incident hearing loss over follow-up. Participants were followed from
the baseline visit to the visit when hearing loss was diagnosed or to the last available visit. Follow-up was also censored when participants developed cancer. Since we started
follow-up with all participants free of hearing loss at baseline, we could establish the first visit on which a participant showed hearing loss, but we could not determine the
precise time of outcome development (which occurred at
some point between the first visit with hearing loss and the
previous visit). To take this type of interval censoring into
account, we used a parametric proportional hazards model
(stpm command in STATA)29 to estimate the hazard ratios
(with 95% confidence intervals [CI]) for incident hearing
loss comparing participants with DM and with prediabetes to those with normal glucose levels at baseline. In
these models, the baseline log-cumulative hazards was estimated by using natural cubic splines and accounted for
interval censored events. For time-varying analyses taking
interval censoring into account, we used pooled logistic regression to relate time-varying DM and covariate status
measured at each visit to the development of hearing loss.
Pooled logistic models closely approximate timedependent Cox proportional hazards models when the risk
is low in each time interval.30
For all analyses, we used three models with increasing
degrees of adjustment to account for potential confounding
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factors. The first model adjusted for age splines (restricted
cubic spline with knots at the 5th, 35th, 65th and 95th percentiles of the age distribution to account for the potential
non-linear association between age and hearing loss), sex,
study centre and year of visit. The second model was further adjusted for exposure to occupational noise, BMI,
smoking, alcohol and vigorous exercise. The third model
was further adjusted for total and high-density lipoprotein
(HDL) cholesterol, triglycerides and hypertension.
In addition, we evaluated the association between
HbA1c modeled as a continuous variable using restricted
cubic splines (with knots at the 5th, 35th, 65th and 95th
percentiles of its sample distribution) to provide a flexible
dose–response relationship between HbA1c, a marker of
long-term glucose control, and hearing loss.
In sensitivity analyses, we repeated the analyses using
age as the time scale and found similar results
(Supplementary Table 1, available as Supplementary data
at IJE online). In addition, we used alternative definitions
for diabetes based on HbA1c, we used alternative definitions for hearing loss, and we examined the association
between DM and hearing loss at pure-tone frequencies of
0.5, 1.0 or 2.0 kHz separately. Finally, we performed
stratified analyses in pre-specified subgroups defined by
age, sex, exposure to occupational noise, hypertension,
BMI, smoking, alcohol use and vigorous physical activity.
All analyses were performed using STATA version 12
(StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA).

Results
The average age of study participants at baseline was 37.6
(SD 7.7 years, inter-quartile range 31.3–41.3 years; range
18.0–87.1 years) and 58.2% of them were men (Table 1).
Among all participants, the prevalence of pre-diabetes and
of DM were 18.2% and 2.6%, respectively. Participants
with pre-diabetes or DM were more likely to be older,
male, smokers, hypertensive, to have higher BMI, total
cholesterol and triglyceride levels, and to exercise more.
During 1 285 704 person-years of follow-up (median
follow-up of 4 years, inter-quartile range 2.1–7.7 years;
maximum follow-up 12.7 years), 2817 participants developed incident hearing loss. The rate of hearing loss in
participants with normal glucose levels, pre-diabetes and
DM were 1.8, 3.1 and 9.2 per 1000 person-years, respectively (Table 2 and Figure 2). The multivariable-adjusted
hazard ratios for incident hearing loss for participants with
pre-diabetes and DM at baseline compared with those with
normal glucose levels were 1.04 (95% CI 0.95–1.14) and
1.36 (1.19–1.56), respectively (Table 2). When defining
DM using both fasting glucose and HbA1c, the corresponding hazard ratios were 1.03 (0.95–1.13) and 1.36
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of study participants
Characteristic

Total (n ¼ 253 301)

Normal (n ¼ 200 649)

Pre-diabetesa (n ¼ 46 132)

Diabetesa (n ¼ 6520)

P-value

Age (years)
Sex
Female
Male
Study centre
Seoul
Suwon
Body mass index (kg/m2)
Total cholesterol (mg/dL)
HDL cholesterol (mg/dL)
Triglycerides (mg/dL)
Smoking
Never
Former
Current
Unknown
Alcohol
None
Moderate
High
Unknown
Vigorous exercise (times/week)
0
1–3
>3
Unknown
Hypertension
Exposed to occupational noise

37.6 6 7.8

36.9 6 7.3

39.4 6 8.5

46.1 6 9.7

<0.001
<0.001

105 816 (41.8)
147 485 (58.2)

92 059 (45.9)
108 590 (54.1)

12 192 (26.4)
33 940 (73.6)

1565 (24.0)
4955 (76.0)

159 102 (62.8)
94 199 (37.2)
23.3 6 3.2
193.7 6 34.5
56.2 6 13.2
120.9 6 82.8

127 785 (63.7)
72 864 (36.3)
22.9 6 3.1
191.5 6 33.7
57.0 6 13.3
112.1 6 73.2

26 443 (57.3)
19 689 (42.7)
24.7 6 3.2
201.8 6 35.4
53.5 6 12.2
149.0 6 98.3

4874 (74.8)
1646 (25.2)
25.5 6 3.3
206.1 6 40.9
50.8 6 11.7
191.2 6 141.5

110 826 (43.8)
65 625 (25.9)
67 927 (26.8)
8923 (3.5)

93 505 (46.6)
49 323 (24.6)
50 874 (25.4)
6947 (3.5)

15 348 (33.3)
14 250 (30.9)
14 839 (32.2)
1695 (3.7)

1973 (30.3)
2052 (31.5)
2214 (34.0)
281 (4.3)

73 304 (28.9)
141 892 (56.0)
23 364 (9.2)
14 741 (5.8)

61 524 (30.7)
111 599 (55.6)
15 268 (7.6)
12 258 (6.1)

10 019 (21.7)
27 031 (58.6)
6947 (15.1)
2135 (4.6)

1761 (27.0)
3262 (50.0)
1149 (17.6)
348 (5.3)

141 728 (56.0)
76 342 (30.1)
31 767 (12.5)
3464 (1.4)
32 165 (12.7)
26 977 (10.7)

115 176 (57.4)
58 735 (29.3)
24 168 (12.0)
2570 (1.3)
19 332 (9.6)
21 379 (10.7)

23 709 (51.4)
15 390 (33.4)
6290 (13.6)
743 (1.6)
10 258 (22.2)
5207 (11.3)

2843 (43.6)
2217 (34.0)
1309 (20.1)
151 (2.3)
2575 (39.5)
391 (6.0)

<0.001

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001
<0.001

Values are means 6 SD or numbers (%).
a
Diabetes status was defined by fasting glucose, history of diabetes and medication use for diabetes.

Table 2. Adjusted hazard ratios for incident hearing loss associated with baseline diabetes status
Events/number of
participants
Diabetes defined by glucose
Normal
1855/200 649
Pre-diabetes
699/46 132
Diabetes
263/6520
Diabetes defined by glucose and HbA1c
Normal
1292/161 224
Pre-diabetes
888/63 548
Diabetes
287/7284

Incidence rate (per
1000 person-years)

Model 1a

Model 2b

Model 3c

1.8
3.1
9.2

Reference
1.10 (1.00, 1.20)
1.48 (1.29, 1.69)

Reference
1.04 (0.95, 1.14)
1.40 (1.22, 1.60)

Reference
1.04 (0.95, 1.14)
1.36 (1.19, 1.56)

1.7
3.3
9.7

Reference
1.10 (1.00, 1.20)
1.50 (1.31, 1.72)

Reference
1.04 (0.95, 1.14)
1.39 (1.21, 1.59)

Reference
1.03 (0.95, 1.13)
1.36 (1.18, 1.56)

a

Model 1: Adjusted for age spline, sex, study centre and year of visit.
Model 2: Further adjusted for exposure to occupational noise, body mass index, smoking, alcohol and vigorous exercise.
c
Model 3: Further adjusted for total and HDL cholesterol, triglycerides and hypertension.
b

(1.18–1.56), respectively. Similar associations were found
when we used alternative definitions of hearing loss
(Supplementary Tables 2 and 3, available as
Supplementary data at IJE online).
When including DM status as a time-varying variable,
the multivariable-adjusted hazard ratios for incident

hearing loss for participants with pre-diabetes and with
DM compared with those with normal glucose levels were
1.07 (0.98–1.17) and 1.34 (1.19–1.51), respectively (Table
3). The corresponding hazard ratios were 1.12 (1.02–1.23)
and 1.43 (1.25–1.62), respectively, when defining DM
using both fasting glucose and HbA1c.
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In spline regression analyses, the risk of incident hearing
loss increased progressively with HbA1c levels above 5%
(Figure 3). The P-value for the non-linear spline components was 0.34, indicating that the association between
HbA1c levels and incident DM was approximately linear.
In pre-specified subgroup analyses, the associations of
pre-diabetes and DM with incident hearing loss were consistent across subgroups, except that the association with
pre-diabetes was stronger among participants with normal
BMI, and the association with DM was stronger among
participants who were younger, normotensive and current
smokers (Figure 4).

the risk of hearing loss increased progressively with
increasing HbA1c levels above 5%, suggesting that glucose
control in DM may play a role in the development of hearing loss. Our study indicates that physicians taking care of
DM patients may have to monitor the hearing ability of
their patients to identify early signs of hearing loss.
Several biologic mechanisms may explain the association between DM and hearing loss. The microvascular
and neuropathic complications that affect DM patients in
multiple organ systems may also affect the inner ear.31–34
Indeed, several histological changes have been observed in

Discussion
In this large cohort study, participants with DM were at an
increased risk of incident hearing loss. The association of
DM with hearing loss was evident even after adjusting for
multiple potential confounders, including demographic
characteristics, occupational noise exposure, lifestyle risk
factors and other metabolic abnormalities. Furthermore,

Figure 3. Hazard ratios for incident hearing loss by levels of baseline
HbA1c.

Figure 2. Cumulative incidence of incident hearing loss by baseline
diabetes status.

Curves represent adjusted hazard ratio (solid line) and its 95% confidence interval (dashed lines) based on restricted cubic spline for HbA1c
with knots at the 5th, 35th, 65th and 95th percentiles of its sample distribution. The reference value (diamond dot) was set at the 10th percentile
of the distribution (corresponding to HbA1c ¼ 5.1%). Model was adjusted for age spline, sex, study centre, year of visit, exposure to occupational noise, body mass index, smoking, alcohol, vigorous exercise,
total and HDL cholesterol, triglycerides and hypertension. Bars represent the frequency distribution of HbA1c.

Table 3. Adjusted hazard ratios for incident hearing loss associated with time-varying diabetes status

Diabetes defined by glucose
Normal
Pre-diabetes
Diabetes
Diabetes defined by glucose and HbA1c
Normal
Pre-diabetes
Diabetes
a

Model 1a

Model 2b

Model 3c

Reference
1.15 (1.05, 1.26)
1.47 (1.31, 1.65)

Reference
1.08 (0.99, 1.18)
1.37 (1.22, 1.54)

Reference
1.07 (0.98, 1.17)
1.34 (1.19, 1.51)

Reference
1.21 (1.10, 1.32)
1.60 (1.41, 1.80)

Reference
1.14 (1.04, 1.24)
1.47 (1.30, 1.66)

Reference
1.12 (1.02, 1.23)
1.43 (1.26, 1.62)

Model 1: Adjusted for age spline, sex, study centre and year of visit.
Model 2: Further adjusted for exposure to occupational noise, body mass index, smoking, alcohol and vigorous exercise.
c
Model 3: Further adjusted for total and HDL cholesterol, triglycerides and hypertension.
b
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Figure 4. Associations between baseline diabetes status and hearing loss in pre-specified subgroups.
Diabetes status was defined based on fasting glucose levels, history of diabetes and use of anti-diabetic medications. Models were adjusted for age
spline, sex, study centre, year of visit, exposure to occupational noise, body mass index, smoking, alcohol, vigorous exercise, total and HDL cholesterol, triglycerides and hypertension.

the inner ear in experimental DM models or in DM patients, including microangiopathic changes in the capillaries of the stria vascularis, thickening of the basilar
membrane, narrowing of the internal auditory artery, loss
of spiral ganglion neurons and organ of Corti cells and demyelination of the auditory nerve.16–18,35–40 Additional
mechanistic research is needed to understand the relation

of these changes to improved glycemic control in patients
with DM.
Most studies on the association of DM with hearing
loss were cross-sectional. The prevalence of hearing loss reported in patients with DM in these studies ranged from
44.0% to 60.2%41–43—a value much higher than in our
study, as these prevalence estimates were derived from
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much older populations. Most cross-sectional studies have
found an association between DM and prevalent hearing
loss.23,24
Longitudinal data on DM and incident hearing loss are
limited to a few studies.22,44,45 In the Blue Mountain
Hearing Study (n ¼ 1858), the five-year incidence of hearing loss was 18.7% and 18.0 % in participants with and
without DM, respectively,22 and it was concluded that
DM was not associated with incident hearing loss in an
older population. In the Beaver Dam cohort (n ¼ 1678),
the age- and sex-adjusted hazard ratio for incident hearing
loss associated with DM was 1.26 (CI 0.93–1.71)44 and a
high glycosylated hemoglobin level (>12%) was associated
with an increased 15-year cumulative incidence of hearing
impairment. Previous longitudinal studies thus failed to
find an association between DM and incident hearing loss,
although they opened the possibility that poor glycemic
control among diabetics could be a risk factor for hearing
loss. Previous cohort studies, however, were relatively
small and may have been underpowered to detect the effect
of DM on hearing loss.22,44
In addition to the large sample size and the prospective
design, several strengths of our study add relevance to the
findings. First, we used bilateral hearing loss in the clinical
audiogram range (0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 kHz) as the main study
endpoint, as this endpoint is critical for speech understanding and has clear implications for quality of life and clinical
management. Second, we studied an apparently healthy
young and middle-aged population, with a low background rate of hearing loss. These results are thus less
likely to be affected by survivor bias and biases induced by
comorbidities and medication use as studies in older populations. Furthermore, hearing loss in younger populations
is a major clinical and public health problem considering
their life expectancy. Interestingly, in our study, the association of DM with hearing loss was stronger in younger
(<50 years) than in older participants (Figure 4). A similar
pattern was observed with cross-sectional data in the US
National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys.46
Since previous longitudinal studies included only participants >40 years old, the difference in age composition
across studies could also explain why previous cohorts
failed to identify an association between MD and incident
hearing loss. Finally, our study had information on multiple lifestyle and metabolic markers, and allowed us the
opportunity to adjust for several potential confounders.
Some limitations of our study also need to be considered. First, we could not evaluate high-frequency hearing impairment due to lack of data from pure-tone
thresholds above 2.0 kHz. DM-related hearing loss has
been described as a progressive, bilateral, sensorineural impairment with gradual onset predominantly affecting
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higher frequencies,47 but there are still controversies about
what are the affected frequencies. Indeed, some studies
showed the largest disparities in the low frequency range
(<4 kHz),48,49 whereas others concluded that high frequencies were more likely to be impaired.46,50,51
Frequency-specific analysis of our data showed similar
hazard ratios for the three frequencies evaluated (0.5, 1.0
and 2.0 kHz; Supplementary Tables 2 and 3, available as
Supplementary data at IJE online). Second, we did not
have data on leisure-time noise exposure, on the presence
of otologic disease or on the use of ototoxic drugs.
However, we excluded participants with hearing impairment at baseline, as well as those with a history of cancer,
as oncological medications are a major group of ototoxic
drugs. As a consequence, we expect that the influence of
prior ear disease or ototoxic medications will be relatively
small. In addition, both excessive noise and ototoxic drugs
are mainly associated with high frequency (>3.0 kHz)
hearing impairment.52,53 Finally, our study was performed
among young and middle-aged Korean men and women
participating in regular annual exams, and the findings
may not be applicable to other age or race-ethnicity
groups.
In conclusion, in this large cohort study of young and
middle-aged Korean men and women, we found that DM
was associated with the development of bilateral hearing
loss. In addition, higher levels of HbA1c, representing
higher long-term glucose levels and poor glycemic control,
were also progressively associated with hearing-loss risk.
Our data provide strong prospective evidence that hearing
loss may be a consequence of DM and suggest that DM patients have a moderately increased risk of future hearing
loss. Future studies should evaluate the effect of glucosecontrol measures in the development of hearing loss in DM
patients.

Supplementary Data
Supplementary data are available at IJE online.
Conflict of interest: None declared.
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